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Abstract
An experiment was organized in 100 bank branches to acquire biometric samples from nearly
5000 clients including face images. A procedure for creating face verification models based on
continuously expanding database of biometric samples is proposed, implemented, and tested.
The presented model applies to circumstances where it is possible to collect and to take into
account new biometric samples after each positive verification of the user. Thus the model can
evolve in time, and it can follow changes of user face characteristics, e.g. changes in
complexion, variable amount of facial hair, arriving wrinkles, cheeks chubbiness appearance,
etc., introduced as effects of changing lifestyle, sunbathing, gaining weight, aging or other
processes. The variable length sliding models derived from the gathered experimental data are
described in the paper.

Keywords Face biometry . Verification .Moving average

1 Introduction

The most popular means of identity verification require users to remember a password or PIN
or apply special identifiers (access cards or electronic tokens). These solutions fail to guarantee
satisfying security because they are sensitive to various types of attacks, such as forcing a
person to enter a password or stealing the password. Also It is inconvenient to remember many
passwords, which often results in writing them on a paper or using the same password for
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different actions, thus decreasing the security. Additionally, a risk of the identity theft is crucial
for many everyday activities, such as e.g. banking. Methods based on biometric natural
features of clients are able to ensure both: data security and ease of use. Biometric solutions
became increasingly attractive, however they still face several challenges:

– there are no universal methods of biometrics covering multiple areas of use. In many cases
the convenience of use and reliability are far from perfect. For this reason, the fusion of
various technologies, leading towards the multimodal approach to identity verification,
has to be developed in order to respond to market demands.

– already known and used solutions may fail to be effective in the long term. According
to studies conducted in 121 banks around the world, currently, the most popular
biometric solutions for verification in banking industry are: fingerprint (48%), verifi-
cation using the scan of blood vessels patterns in a finger (12%) and voice or face
verification (15%) [12]. These solutions are burdened with numerous imperfections.
Verification by fingerprint, can serve as an example, being moderately cheap, but
having too low efficiency by the standards of the banking industry and it is not stable
in the long term. Characteristics of the fingerprint are changing with age, and dirty
fingertips or humidity influencing results of authentication. Verification with veins
distribution in fingers is often flawed by changes in body temperature. Verification by
voice or by face image is a relatively cheap solution. However, both voice timbre and
face image may change over time, causing a necessity to update the biometric
reference patterns stored in banks’ databases,

– the need to prevent digital exclusion of elderly or impaired persons should be considered
more broadly. Authentication methods and solutions may pose practical problems to
elderly or disabled people. Though biometry is in principle more easy to use than
memorizing logins and passwords, the manual skills of users should be considered for
each modality. Hoarse voice, face contour changes caused by ageing, pathologic heartbeat
fluctuations, hand tremor while authenticating by signature or hand vein mapping are
examples of many difficulties that should be analyzed and considered.

Consequently, the authors of this paper have identified an urgent need to design an
integrated, groundbreaking, secure and at the same time a convenient multimodal tech-
nology, as an answer to the current, limited, and fragmentary approaches. Highly regulated
industries such as financial services must deal with a risks of extremely costly data
breaches, or losses in business and in customer loyalty. The authors of the paper, supported
by the results of previous research, were conducting a project aimed at biometrics-based
identity verification improvement, that was implemented in practice in real banking
environments [10].

The previous work of the authors team shows that face biometry is one of the most
convenient and natural method of verification, as it is contactless and involves only a highly
popular sensor, namely a digital camera, what positively influences comfort and subjective
reliability of the whole biometric identity verification process [25].

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuses relevant prior work,
Section 3 describes the used database and face description method, Section 4 explains data
preprocessing procedure, Section 5 describes our method for creating sliding models, Section 6
contains evaluation of the proposed approach, and Section 7 concludes the paper with a
discussion of advantages and strong points of this method.
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2 Background

Face verification is the process of decision making by the analysis of face images which result
is checking whether the person being verified is the one that he or she claims to be. Because of
various factors, such as image lighting variations, head pose, facial expressions, and aging this
can make a difficult task. Numerous approaches have been developed to verify the face image.

An attempt was made to derive a dedicated transformation matrix improving performance
of Euclidean distance in the new feature space. Learning such a transformation matrix is
equivalent to learning a Mahalanobis metric in the original space [11].

Other method, proposed by Xing et al., is based on learning the Mahalanobis distance
metric for the data clustering [30]. The algorithm aims to minimize the sum of squared
distances between similarly labeled inputs, while maintaining a lower bound on the sum of
distances between differently labeled inputs.

Weinberger et al. proposed a method that learns a matrix designed to improve the
performance of k-NN classification [29]. The metric is trained with the goal that the k-
nearest neighbors always belong to the same class while examples from different classes are
separated by a large distance margin.

Other verification solution was proposed by Cao et al., employing the Bayesian model for
face image verification [7]. The approach is based on a simple generative Bayesian model,
combining a KL-divergence based regularizer with a robust likelihood function leading to a
scalable implementation via the expectation–maximization algorithm. It was shown that this
method outperforms two previous state of the art solutions [3, 9].

A discriminative deep metric learning (DDML) was applied to face verification, using deep
neural network automatically deriving from examples a set of hierarchical nonlinear transfor-
mations to project face pairs into the same feature subspace, under which the distance of each
positive face pair is less than a smaller threshold, and that of each negative pair is higher than a
larger threshold [13].

A new tensor-based feature extraction algorithm for face recognition was proposed [26],
operating on a low-dimensional tensor subspace and on a discriminative locality alignment.
This algorithm utilizes the natural geometric structure of the input samples, i.e. spatial
constraints of each pixel, and it applies an optimization criterion for tensor spectral analysis.

As compared to static images, time-varying data are much more complex in processing,
classification and recognition. Meanwhile, biometric characteristics change over time, so
they must be processed with regard to their dynamic nature. Numerous approaches for
dealing with dynamic biometric data are described in literature, including authors work on
multimodal behavioral biometry, such as identification based on voice and signature
samples [17, 25]. One of new interesting approaches is an algorithm proposed by Liu
et al. [18] for the recognition of human activities from multimodal sensors, based on
automatic identification of temporal patterns within actions and utilizing this kind of
atomic components to represent more specific activities.

Dynamic nature of face appearance was addressed in several attempts to accurately verify
the person based on their distant past photo. Panis et al. [21] present an extensive overview of
the research on facial ageing that was based on FG-NET database of 82 subjects, but only a
small fraction of it was dedicated to the face verification. Generally the approaches can be
divided into texture-based and feature-based. Accordingly, we present below our own selection
of approaches. The texture-based model was presented by Lanitis et al. [16], aimed at
explaining effects of ageing on face appearance using a parameterized statistical model based
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on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The simulation of age effects is automated by using
a system trained to apply an appropriate type of ageing deformations to new images. The
variation explained by a series of local models and non-linear relationships in Eigenspaces
were modeled using polynomial regression. This method was based on individual pixels,
therefore it was strongly hampered by a scale changes, head pose, and light conditions, and it
required a manual extraction of the face region (in terms od removal of background, hair, torso,
etc.). The method was tested on 12 individuals with photos separated by 15 years, achieving an
increase from 65 to 81% of the recognition accuracy in case of applying the age simulation.

Other texture-based method used Embedded Hidden Markov Model to recognize face
images within a long time span, with a prediction of texture of the ageing faces [23]. New
images were generated by a series of shape and texture changes of younger faces. Actual
images of older faces were compared to predictions. The method achieved up to 68% accuracy
on a set of 18 persons, for the most convenient scenario of recognition employing samples
aged by 10–20 years.

A feature-based face recognition method was proposed [28], that is biologically inspired by
the HMAX model, with image parameterization motivated by a structure of human visual
cortex exhibiting a temporal invariance. Dedicated features are extracted, aimed at texture and
shape information, then reduced by PCA, and then finally classified by k-NN. The method
improved the accuracy of aging face recognition in a selected group of adults. Depending on
the number of processed subjects and on the score rank k the recognition rate varied in the
range of 30%–84%. The well-known SIFT local features were used [20] to identity the
verification based on the processing of positions and scales of keypoints, that proved to be
robust to age-related appearance changes. For FAR set at 16.66% the 81.81% accuracy was
achieved on a database of 82 subjects.

Smith et al. proposed generative adversarial neural networks combined with the Local
Manifold Adaptation method for synthesizing realistic faces of different age, based on previous
images, for the face verification [1]. The age-normalization algorithm was able to rejuvenate or
to age the unknown image, and was used to increase the face verification results by 12%.

Other method is close to our approach, as it focused on self-update procedure, through re-
learning the user appearance during every interaction [22]. The evaluated systems used
Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces, and Similarity-Based Fisherfaces, with personalized face models for
each user. The identification approach revealed a corruption of models after an incorporation
of the impostor face image.

One of the most interesting findings is the fact that the intensity of ageing effects on
different facial areas may differ: the upper part of a face has a higher ageing invariance than the
lower part. For example Juefei-Xu et al. [14] focused on the processing a periocular region
only to extract age-invariant features. Those regions were further processed by Walsh-
Hadamard transform encoded local binary patterns and unsupervised discriminant projection
classifier, achieving 98% verification rate at 0.1% FAR.

Available approaches usually deal with small (up to 82 subjects) databases, and they are not
extensively documented, lacking details on the false acceptance and on the false rejection rates.
Our approach differ from them by taking into account a very large image database, and by
introducing a process for maintaining several models of face appearance at the same time. It
can be beneficial in case of frequent appearance changes due to hair styles, make-up, variations
in light conditions, and face expressions.

The method described in the paper aims at generating numerous models for every person,
and at assessing models performance. Each model reflects average appearance derived from
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enrolment images (by means of visual features extracted from the image – see Section 3).
Models vary in number and time span of samples being included in them. Therefore several
modes, i.e. different face appearances for a single person, are stored and then they are recalled
and matched against the new image during the verification phase.

3 Face description method

Currently existing datasets are not suitable for biometric identity verification experiments, as
usually not enough images are available. For the purpose of this work a new dataset was
created, comprising data for 4854 persons including: 5 training images, 5 validation images
collected during the enrolment, and 5 testing images taken at random time interval after the
enrolment, acquired in the time span of a half of the year. Consequently 72,810 images were
submitted to the analysis. Those persons were selected for the purpose of the presented
research from the large database of biometric samples gathered by 100 biometric stands
installed in branches of the largest Polish Bank, PKO Bank Polski [6]. The original images
stored in the experimental biometric system database were parameterized after a facial
keypoints detection employing the feature extraction algorithm presented below, resulting in
768 features for each face image. Face images were then compared by means of calculating the
Euclidean distance between a feature vector extracted from a given image and a model feature
vector including the mean value of features of previous images related to the same person. The
distance obtained by the comparison of features served the verification of a new face.

The face image-based verification is one of the most convenient modality with regard to
person physical interaction with an acquisition device. It assures the client comfort, and it still
leaves some degree of freedom, especially because of the tolerance to face position fluctuations.

The face parameterization applied in this research includes several processing stages [24].
For the frontal face detection, Viola-Jones object detector [27] is employed. For the eye
detection, the Average of Synthetic Exact Filters (ASEF) method is used. The ASEF method
is known to outperform most of correlation filters used for template matching, as well as Haar-
based Cascade Classifiers [4]. After the face in the image is detected, face landmarks are to be
found using Standard Active Shape Models (STASM) [19]. According to a comprehensive
study that was undertaken by Celiktutan, STASM outperformed other face landmarking
algorithms in three of the four tests [8]. Figure 1 shows the detection accuracy of the STASM
algorithm compared to the others, achieved for m17 landmark points set, which literature
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Fig. 1 Detection efficiency of the algorithms tested on BioID and CK+ databases [8]
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defines as 17 landmark points within the face contour (4 points for eyebrows, 6 for eyes, 3 for
nose, and 4 for mouth) [8]. The m17 landmarks set is presented in Fig. 2 as black dots.

Landmarks positions (N = 77) of i-th face, are described as vector xi:

xi ¼ xi0; yi0; xi1; yi1;…; xik ; yik ;…; xiN−1; yiN−1ð ÞT : ð1Þ

It is commonly agreed that 5 subsets of landmark points may be used to define borders of
regions of interest RE, RB, RN, RM, RF, corresponding to eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, face,
e.g. for mouths in i-th image:

RiM ¼ min59≤n≤76 xin; yinð Þð Þ; max59≤n≤76 xin; yinð Þð Þð Þ: ð2Þ

The parameter space vector of i-th face is expressed as Pi = F(RE,RB,RN,RM,RF)= (pi0,
pi1,…, pik,…, piP − 1)T.

Within the function F, for each R□, the Histogram of Oriented Gradients and the Local
Binary Pattern are calculated [2]. Parameters from each image fragments are truncated using
Linear Discriminant Analysis [5]. Subsequently all parameter sets calculated from regions RE,
RB, RN, RM, RF are concatenated. Then the LDA analysis is performed in order to create the
feature vector of the size equal to P = 768 elements. In the last step the parameters are
normalized using L2-norm.

Whenever the verification of new face occurs, the described image processing is applied to
obtain Pa for the Battempter^ image, and then the vector is compared with the enrolled model
of the face (Pm) using the Euclidian distance:

d Pa;Pmð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑P

j¼1 Pa j−Pm j

� �2q
; ð3Þ

where: a is the vector of features extracted from the new attempted face, m represents the
vector extracted from the face model, and P is the size of the vector.

The face image parameterization algorithms were implemented in C++ programming
language with use of OpenCV and OpenBR libraries [15]. Images were acquired with
SoftKinetic DS325 RGB sensor, with 1920 × 1080 pixels spatial resolution and 30 frames
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Fig. 2 Face landmarks in processed video frame, face rotated (left) and face automatically aligned in front of the
camera (right)
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per second rate. The hardware platform was Kontron industrial PC with Intel Atom E3845
1.91GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The measured performance of the feature extraction algorithm
was around 70 ms per one image. Typically up to 10 images are taken for the verification, so
the processing delay is nearly unnoticeable for the user. Sample results of face landmark
detection are presented in Fig. 2.

4 Data pre-processing

Every feature extracted from the face image has generally a different range of values, thus
using unprocessed data for measuring distance between samples would entail undesired
effects. Namely, features having values within a wide range are by principle falling by the
absolute distance farther apart, compared to features having values within narrow ranges.
Therefore, the total distance, e.g. expressed by Euclidean distance, between various biometric
samples is greatly influenced by those features (see a graphical illustration in Fig. 3). Since raw
input features are not normalized over all classes (identities), therefore the first stage of data
pre-processing is to analyze means and standard deviations over randomly selected set of 50%
of cases. Subsequently, the second stage consists of standardization of values of each feature
by subtracting the mean of the feature and dividing the result by the feature values standard
deviation (Eq. 4).

Consequently, each value of every feature ai,j is normalized to a new value a*i,j:

a*i; j ¼ ai; j−ai
� �

=σi ð4Þ
based on mean ai and standard deviation σi determined over N randomly selected samples:

ai ¼ 1=N ⋅∑n¼1…N ai;n
� � ð5Þ

σi ¼ 1=N⋅∑n¼1…N ai;n−ai
� �2� �1=2

ð6Þ

where i = 1...768 is the feature number, j = 1...J and n = 1...N are face images, J = 72,810 is the
number of all selected face images, and N = 36,405 is the number of images randomly taken

1

1
1

1

1
1

- Class A
- Class B

Fig. 3 Graphical explanation of distances for samples before and after normalization made: a) by means of
Euclidean distance in 3D space the class B sample is closer to two samples of class A than to the outlier sample of
class A, b) as an effect of normalization the influence of feature on vertical axis is reduced, thus the class A
cluster gets more condensed
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for normalization. After the normalization each feature a*i,j is ensured to have its mean value
equal to 0, and its standard deviation is equal to 1.

Employment of only randomly selected subset of samples allows one to emulate adding of
a new, previously unobserved samples, having unknown values, that are supposed to not
influence the calculation of normalization factors at the pre-processing stage.

5 Variable length sliding model approach

The main purpose of applying the proposed model is to take into account fluctuations of
features over time. Generally in video frames or in consecutive photos the face is not
motionless, but it performs involuntary microexpressions, nods, and eye blinks. Thus, a long
time interval between samples collection can result in introduction of various visual changes.
Even a slight change in face geometry influences the amount of light reflected and scattered by
the skin, therefore each local feature of the face keypoint is getting prone to changes.
Moreover, the face is an elastic structure, thus the local surrounding of a keypoint usually
changes due to facial expressions. An efficient face descriptor was applied, described briefly in
the previous paragraph accounting for those observations, thus it exhibits some level of
invariance to rotation, deformation, and lighting.

The presented approach is motivated by practical scenarios of enrolment and consec-
utive verification of bank clients (Fig. 4). First, it is always known what is the claimed
identity of the client, thus the biometric system is expected to perform a verification of the
supposed identity, by measuring similarity between previously collected samples and the
currently provided image. Since the client may visit the bank in long intervals, thus a
change in appearance is expected and highly probable. Finally, since the client is not
accustomed to the usage of a biometric system, therefore it is hard for him or her to follow
any strict requirements for face acquisition, such as maintaining a head pose or a face
expression. Therefore, the presented approach is focused on proposing several concurrent
models based on visual features extracted from numerous face images, representing an
averaged appearance of the face taken at various moments in time. The verification relies
on the comparison made among all models for the biometric ID being claimed and the new
face image acquired.

Storage:

Acquisition:

Processing:

Preprocessing:

Acquire training images for BioIDx Acquire validation images for BioIDx

time

Build models from BioIDx

training landmarks features

m1 m2 m3 mN...

Validate models on BioIDx

validation landmark features

and on all other collected BioIDs

Acquire new images for the claimed BioIDx

Verify identity of claimed BioIDx

Detect face and eyes (VJ+ASEF), Detect landmarks (STASM)

Extract landmarks features (HOG+LBP)

Store BioIDx and landmarks features

FAR, FRR, ROC, AUC Significancy measure

Biometric Enrollment of IDx Biometric Verification of IDx

Fig. 4 Flowchart explaining elements of the approach: two phases are presented, enrolment and verification,
both comprising image acquisition, preprocessing, parameterization and storage of extracted features. Next,
during the enrolment several models are derived from training data, and their performance is validated against all
other identities. Finally, during the verification the image is compared to all models for the particular BioIDx, and
significance of results is assessed
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The presented methodology allows for the estimation of significance of the face
verification, by expressing the performance of all models for the given person. Perfor-
mance metrics are based on FAR, FRR, and AUC values, determined during the enrolment
stage (Fig. 4).

The proposed face verification approach relies on a comparison of a new sample to each
of sliding averages of the length L calculated over enrolment samples, preordered chro-
nologically. Depending on the number of collected enrolment samples, several different
models could be created, varied by the starting sample selection and by the model length.
The first model takes into account first L samples (video frames or photos) numbered as 1
to L, the second model uses samples numbered as 2 to L + 1, and the n-th model is
calculated over last samples numbered as n to n + L–1 (illustrated in Fig. 5). The maximum
number of models imax depends on the given length L, and on the number of collected
samples I (Eq. 7):

imax ¼ I−Lþ 1 ð7Þ
where: I – number of collected samples, L – model length.

The sliding model, while compared to a cumulative model (Figs. 6 and 7) tends to change
in time significantly, in effect of discarding samples ai where i < L and of adding samples with
i > L. The cumulative model converges to a stable mean value, that is less influenced by adding
new samples comparing to the sliding model, as the large set of previous samples has a
stronger impact than the one new sample.
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13 d13,1 d13,2 d13,3 d13,4 d13,5 d13,6 d13,7

14 d14,1 d14,2 d14,3 d14,4 d14,5 d14,6 d14,7
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…
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FAR

Detect false rejec�ons:
|dk,i–mi|>ti?
k=11…15, 
i=1…7

Detect false acceptances:
|dn,i–mi|<=ti?
n=16…2325, i=1…7

dmi,j=|aj-mi|,       j=i…i+L-1
ti=mean(dmi,j) + s· i

mi= (ai + ai+1 + ai+2 … + ai+L-1)/L

i= std_dev(ai + ai+1 + ai+2 … + ai+L-1)

EERi

ROCi

For model i adjust parameter s and repeat:

Fig. 5 Variable length sliding models creation and its performance evaluation process. Seven possible models of
the length L = 4 are visualized. The order of samples reflects that samples No. 1 to No. 15 are taken from a single
person, while samples No. 16 to No. 72810 are taken from all other 4853 persons selected from the biometric
database
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For each biometric identity i-th modelmID,L,i of the length L is calculated as a mean of L 768-
dimensional vectors, thus i-th standard deviation of L samples σID,L,i is obtained (Eqs. 8, 9):

mID;L;i ¼ aID;i þ aID;iþ1 þ aID;iþ2…þ aID;iþL−1
� �

=L ð8Þ

σID;L;i ¼ 1=L⋅ aID;i−mID;i

� �2 þ aID;iþ1−mID;i

� �2 þ aID;iþ2−mID;i

� �2⋯þ aID;iþL−1−mID;i

� �2� �� �1=2 ð9Þ

A separate set of models MID,L,I = {mID,i, i = 1…imax} is created for each bank client and for
given L value, but all models are governed by the single global hyperparameter s being
independent from any personal characteristics. The decision thresholds ti defining maximal

Fig. 6 Changes of mean value (black dot) in a cumulative model comprising consecutively added new samples
(open circles), starting from 3 up to 10 samples. Arrows indicate shift of mean value, while compared to the
previous model. Example is based on one person’s biometric dataset, two features were selected randomly out of
768 to make this illustration

Fig. 7 Changes of mean value (black dot) in the sliding model comprising L = 3 most recent samples (the same
data used as in Fig. 6)
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allowed distance between true positive samples and the model center is set based on distances
within the model dmID,L,i,j, standard deviation of the model σID,L,i, and the parameter s:

dmID;L;i; j ¼ jaID; j−mID;L;ij; j ¼ i…iþ L−1 ð10Þ

mean dmID;L;i; j

� � ¼ 1=L⋅Σ j¼i…iþL−1 dmID;L;i; j

� � ð11Þ

ti ¼ mean dmID;L;i; j

� �þ s⋅σID;L;i ð12Þ
The graphical interpretation for the model and the threshold dependence on samples, their
mean values, and standard deviation are presented in Fig. 8.

As mID,L,i and σID,L,i are determined by the true positive samples, so for the particular
person, and for the number of samples L the factor s is adjusted automatically to produce the
lowest EER value.

Factor s influences the decision threshold and it changes observed rates of false acceptances –
FAR (high s value makes the threshold too high, while negative samples tend to be accepted). It
also influences false rejections rates – FRR (small s value makes the threshold too low, while
positive samples are rejected). The performance of the engineered biometric verification system is
expressed by the amount of such errors, often characterized by providing EER (equal error rate)
as in Fig. 9a. Following ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves (Fig. 9b) illustrate values
of TPR (true positive rate) plotted against FPR (false positive rate) obtained by applying various
levels of the threshold factor s. The point of ROC intersection with a diagonal (TPR= 1–FPR)
determines the EER value, where false acceptance and false rejection rates are equal.

It should be stressed that the system is treated as an binary classifier, trained on enrolment
samples, and evaluated on validation samples plus on all false images. Therefore, the perfor-
mance metrics used for the biometry can be evaluated, but in practice the system is expected to
perform only confirmation of the person’s identity, but not to make the identification of the person
among others, thus false acceptance ratio does not reflect a real risk of accepting an impostor.

The scenario for potential identity fraud would require the impostor to know personal
details and to be aware of his or her visual similarity to the actual person. One must first
provide personal details during the verification such as name or login, and then an attempt to
validate one’s identity by using face biometry is made. Therefore, evaluating false acceptance

mi

dmi,1

dmi,2

dmi,3

dmi,4

dmi,5

mean(dmi,j)

ti=mean(dmi,j) + s· i

Fig. 8 Graphical interpretation of threshold ti definition: black dots – training samples,mi –mean of samples, dmi,j –
distance between mi and j-th sample, inner circle – mean distance mean(dmi,j), outer dotted circle – threshold ti
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ratio by testing the method on all possible images in the database is considered as not suitable
for expressing the system performance. It can be compared to a brute force applied to guessing
a password, by providing all possible variants, whereas the identity is expected to be accepted
or rejected in few attempts, but not in thousands of them.

Nevertheless, in the presented research the FPR was determined based on the whole set of
collected negative samples, as it is common practice in the biometric identification.

6 Evaluation of model performance

For each of 4854 biometric sets of data 8 models MID,L,I were created, with lengths L = 3...10,
employing I = 10 enrolment samples, thus resulting in imax = 8 to imax = 1 models for each
person.

It should be stressed that the number of models for a single person, that are possible with
regard to this method is large, and it can be expressed as (13):

ITotal ¼ 0:5⋅ 1þ I−LL þ 1ð Þð Þ⋅ I−LL þ 1ð Þ ð13Þ
where: I is the number of enrolment samples of the given person.

LL is the assumed shortest length of the sliding model (longest model is encompassing all I
samples).

For example for 10 samples and models with lengths from LL = 3 to maximal length of
10 there will be 36 models. Each model requires evaluation of performance metrics,
including FAR and FRR. This involves a comparison of all collected biometric features
with all models. The total amount of 2,621,160 (36·15·4854) distances must be calculated
between vectors of 768 features. The speed of generation of all models and comparison
with all samples was measured and averaged over all persons. It was determined that the
whole process of: adding new identity, collecting 10 enrolment samples, generating new
36 models, comparing with all other images, calculating FFR, FAR and AUC, takes 12 s
on 3.2GHz single core CPU, with face capture, preprocessing and feature extraction
implemented in C++, and for all calculations related to models and verification imple-
mented in R environment. This processing time can be regarded as a drawback in case of

a) b)

Fig. 9 Performance metrics: a) FRR, FAR, and EER for the person No. 1, model m1, depending on decision
factor s; b) Receiver Operating Characteristics curves for the person No. 1, L = 4. Models mi for i = 1...7
represented as gradually lighter shades of gray. Intersection of curves with the diagonal denote EER
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adding a new identity, because a twofold validation must be performed. First, new models
must be validated against old samples, and then models for all identities should be
validated against all new features. This assures that a new person would not be mistaken
with any other who is already represented in the database.

For each of evaluated models the threshold ti was adjusted by changing values of s
factor, while the number of positive samples exceeding the threshold and of negative
samples remaining below the threshold was determined to calculate ROC characteristics.

A significant group of biometric identities (4595 persons) was verified without any
errors, therefore ROC characteristics proved to be optimal, therefore they are not discussed
here. Instead, the results are characterized by the analysis of obtained Equal Error Rates
(Fig. 10). In this section only 259 worst cases were analyzed, and then verified against
72,810 biometric samples of all 4854 persons. It can be observed that EER for the worst
133 persons is higher than 0.2, what is inacceptable in case of practical biometric
verification systems. The interpretation of such high EER is that if it was allowed for all
registered persons to repeatedly attempt a counterfeit without any additional verification,
and the attack would be targeted against one of those 133 persons it would succeed with
20% chance. A chance to randomly select a single person and to succeed is therefore equal
to: 0.2/4853 · 133/4853 = 1,13·10−6.

Beside the EER the ROC curve data were collected as well and reduced to AUC (area under
curve) measures, as an efficient mean of expressing model performance by a single value.

Fig. 10 Worst EER values obtained for given model lengths. Each point denote values for 8 to 1 for sliding
models generated from L samples, with identities sorted by decreasing mean error. Only 259 worst results are
shown, as remaining 4595 have errors equal to zero in all available models
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AUC close to 0.5 is a random classification, and AUC equal to 1.0 reflects perfectly accurate
classification.

The correctly verified 4595 identities have AUC 1.0 for any model length L. For the
remaining 259 identities errors of varying nature were observed (Fig. 11). Some identities are
often mistaken with others, e.g. Person No. 148 (as in the first plot shown in Fig. 11), and their
AUC, regardless of used model length is low. Some persons are verified incorrectly by some
models and correctly by others, while AUC values are scattered in ranges of 0.5 to 0.9. Few
cases are verified with a satisfactory performance by many models, their AUC remaining close
to 0.9 or higher.

The set of models incorporating the incorrectly obtained face image tends to have a low first
quartile, but a high median. This indicates that one of the models in the set decreases the
performance, but other models omit the incorrect image, thus they rely on newer samples,
therefore they tend to verify new incoming images better.

Total EER calculated as an average over all errors observed for 4854 identities being
verified by particular models ML,I are presented in Table 1. It can be observed that models
involving a lower number of images, e.g. L = 3 and L = 4, have generally lower equal error
rate than the ones with more images. Among all models of given length, shown as columns
in Tab. 1, usually first ones with n = 1 and n = 2 have the highest EER, decreasing for
larger n. It is related to the fact, that models initialized on older samples take into
consideration the face images, that not necessarily represent accurately images collected
at the later stage of identity verification. It should be noted here that in general, errors
increase as more samples are added to models, entailing results diverge instead of
converging. In fact it was expected, as the method is designed to create and to use partial
models based on fraction of images. Large models e.g. with L = 10, are based on all
samples, so they will not reflect all possible appearances of user’s face.

7 Summary

The presented research is dedicated to the evaluation of the sliding model method, involving
many models for every single biometric identity verification, varied by length, i.e. taking into
account L = 3…10 images at once, ordered chronologically. The proposed model is based on

Fig. 11 AUC for some identities with EER larger than 0. Each plot shows boxplots of AUC values obtained by
applying models with length of L = 3...10, the higher values are preferred. Each plot shows results for one person,
vertical axes are AUC values, horizontally are model lengths from 3 to 10
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calculating Euclidean mean in multidimensional (768-dimensional) feature space, and then on
applying the proposed decision threshold to a distance between feature vector of a new sample
and the mean value.

The most important advantage and strong point of this method is availability of many
models reflecting face features in the past, allowing to incorporate the knowledge of
previously seen variants of the same face (e.g. differing in appearance, face expression,
head pose). The method does not require any hand processing of collected images, as
erroneous images are rejected by face and keypoints detection algorithms. Moreover, a
particular image is used only for a fraction of models. Therefore, in case of a faulty image
the models will score low in performance (e.g. they will cause a high false-rejection, or a
false-acceptances). The assumption of correct images composing highly performing
models is positively validated during each enrolment by determining FAR, FRR, and
AUC for each model. The system administrator is informed of cases where too low
number of models achieved satisfactory performance, since it is required to reinitiate the
enrolment process. Usually responses for a new verification image differ, as some models
may correspond more closely to the image than others. Finally, a single reliable match is
produced through scaling responses of every model by their respective performance
metrics, what diminishes the impact of models with false-acceptances.

On the basis of the selected sample set of images it was shown that the verification was
successful for 4595 selected persons validated against 4854 identities comprising a set of
72,810 faces, for which their models achieved EER = 0.0, regardless of the used length of
model.

In the remaining 50 identities error rates were larger, for the worst 15 person cases
being higher than 0.2, what would be inacceptable result in terms of practical verification
system applications. On average the EER for the whole set of 4854 persons remained in
the range 0.023 to 0.037. The practical application of the verification system should
employ small and restrictive decision thresholds, ensuring FAR remaining lower than
EER. In such a system FRR is expected to surpass the value of EER in result of decreasing
the threshold. As the system implemented in bank branches operates in interaction with the
user, thus it allows for rejecting some of the collected frames of user face (e.g. exposed in
adverse lighting conditions, with closed eyes, rotated head), as long as the correctly
exposed images with proper face pose are accepted.

The solution was proven to operate correctly in large number of cases, since only data
related to 259 persons out of 4854 introduced low verification rates. After the presented data
analysis, the original images for the worst cases were reviewed, and it was observed that

Table 1 Total EER of models of given length L, initiated by samples n to n + L–1. Two lowest values in each
model length are marked in bold

L = 3 L = 4 L = 5 L = 6 L = 7 L = 8 L = 9 L = 10

n = 1 0.034 0.035 0.034 0.033 0.034 0.036 0.037 0.036
n = 2 0.031 0.032 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.033 0.034
n = 3 0.030 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.031
n = 4 0.028 0.028 0.027 0.028 0.028
n = 5 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026
n = 6 0.024 0.025 0.024
n = 7 0.025 0.024
n = 8 0.023
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among training and validating samples were photos presenting marginally different head
poses, e.g. frames with closed eyes, with large rotation, or half-profile instead of en-face
image. In practical applications of banking client face recognition systems it would be
recommended to verify subjectively the quality of newly acquired samples during the enroll-
ment and the verification, in order to reject samples not fulfilling pose requirements. The
banking teller assisting the process of face image acquisition may adopt this role.
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